Love Marriage And Arrange Marriage
Love Marriage Partners individuals know each other already and mutually
decide to spend the whole life with each other. Couple is
aware of each other’s likes and dislikes. Therefore they will
get along well.
love marriage give a satisfactory feeling to couple that they
have chosen their partner not anyone else selected their
partner. It also give them a feeling of freedom and sense of
achievement that they are marring someone who they were
craving to get married with.
Couple can eradicate social evil like dowry with their mutual
consent because they have the independence to take such
decisions at their own level.
It is a normal human tendency to project our positives to
impress others. And when our mind is attracted towards
someone, we do tend to show all our good notes to get that
person’s attention.
Love marriages are not based on rules of society so people
getting married
don't care for social customs which may not be very good as
per modern time.

Arranged Marriage Arrange Marriage is not a contract between two individuals
alone but a confluence of two families. Two families
involved in arrange marriages know each other very well
and are compatible with each other.
There are more people involved in arrange marriage, the
conflict between the couple will be effectively resolved or
mitigated. Couple is guided by parents experience

whereas in love marriage couple is unknown about the
future complexities in life and lacks this experience.
Arrange marriage is made in heaven. Respect and true
love between the couples. Thrilling moments. It's like
hidden treasure and more you explore about your partner
strengthen the love, understanding, feeling and
relationship. Long lasting true relationship.
An arranged marriage reflects the actual idea that
marriage is a contract and both parties know what to
expect from the other. It's not often that arranged
marriages result in the kind of madly in love type of
relationships, but they usually do have a settled and loving
bond with each other that works.
It is good in some societies because it is following the
religious customs, it is a sign of honor and respect to the
families involved and it is the culture of the community.

